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GREENSIDE SCHOOL 

Key Stage 2 Spelling List 

ch sh -sh th ee ee oo oo -a-e -a-e -i-e -i-e -o-e -o-e -u-e a/a-e i/i-e o/o-e 

chap shaft ash than free see too good made shade tide smile Coke broke cube mad  made Rid  ride Rob/e 

chat shed cash that three deed food stood cage brake wide stile joke broken tube can  cane Slid  slide Cod/e 

chess shell crash the tree feed mood wood page flake bike while poke choke rude man  mane Fin  fine Rod/e 

chest shift flash them bleed need roof book cake shake hike chime woke smoke duke pan  pane Pin  pine Cop/e 

chicken shin slash then speed seed cool brook lake flame like crime hole spoke flume cap  cape Spin spine Hop/e 

chill ship mash there cheek weed fool cook make shame time slime dome spoken tune scrap  scrape Win  wine Pop/e 

chin shock rash thin steel feel pool Hook take plane fine shine home woken cute tap  tape Pip  pipe Not/e 

chip shop smash thing between heel room look came grape Line spine cope stone chute at  ate Rip  ripe Cub/e 

chuck shot dish think green seem broom shook game Shape mine fire hope throne use fat  fate Bit  bite Tub/e 

-ch shun wish this queen been spoon took name Plate wine hire pope close abuse hat  hate Spit  spite Us/e 

arch shut gosh  sheep seen moon wool same grave pipe shire rope those fuse mat  mate  Cut/e 

bench shy brush -th sleep deep soon foot date shave wise spire hose chose     

drench  crush bath sweep keep boot soot gate slave bite tire nose chosen     

rich  hush path sleet peep shoot  late care kite wire rose froze     

much  rush with sheet feet   mate fare size alive Vote frozen     

lunch  selfish both sweet meet   gave share inside drive       

brunch   cloth     save square slide live       

such   clothes     Wave Stare pine prize       

-ck -ke old -ay ai ea ea oa oa ow oi/oy -er/-est P*s P*-es s/es -ing -d -ed 

back bake bold always air beach ease load  below boil colder boats benches boasts beating amazed enjoyed 

crack cake cold away chair each speak road coach blow coil longer books lunches cooks boiling closed joined 

lack flake fold clay fair Peach steal toad poach flow coin older chairs beaches thinks coaching lined moaned 

rack lake gold day hair reach steam loaf goal follow foil richer coins peaches sweets fishing named nailed 

stack make golden display lair teach cream cloak groan glow join smaller goals gases screams floating saved opened 

track rake hold gay pair lead dream oak loan grow oil smoother rooms buses speaks joining smiled played 

flick stake old hay stair read scream soak moan low point sweeter seeds brushes waves looking tuned sailed 

kick bike sold holiday nail speak team soap boast own soil taller shops bushes hopes painting used /t/ 

lick like scold may pail weak mean boat coast show toil braver teams crashes hates preaching waved cooked 

pick pike told pay sail deal please coat roast slow boy closer bikes fishes slides reading /t/ looked 

sick spike -ild play again real east float toast snow coy riper games wishes likes sailing baked soaked 

block trike mild say Brain clean beast gloat  throw joy safer homes classes coaches shooting hoped /ed/ 

clock bloke wild stay Drain cheap feast goat  yellow toy wider shapes dresses teaches sleeping joked booted 

rock broke -ind today grain beat dear oat    wiser tubes glasses preaches teaching liked floated 

shock choke behind tray pain eat ear throat    coldest cages kisses reaches thinking shaped heated 

duck joke blind way paint cheat fear     longest noises boxes fishes  smoked noted 

stuck smoke find  plain heat hear     oldest pages foxes rushes  /ed/ painted 

truck duke kind  rain meat near     richest prizes sixes wishes  fated pointed 

  mind  saint neat spear     smallest roses taxes crushes  hated shifted 

  wind  train seat year     sweetest sizes buzzes hisses  mated waited 

  -nt  faith treat easy     bravest   fizzes  stated  

  pint         safest       

High frequency irregular words: after, because, blue, could, don’t, give, going, how, know, live, more, Mr, Mrs, now, only, right,should, these,their,they, want, when, which,who,would 

Irregular words: balloon, can’t coming, didn’t door, knew, lady, lived, love, money,often, place, school, sometimes, something, stopped, until, whole, write          P*= Plural 
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gh s-r/thr Double_ -le ou ow aw -ew er ar ir or ur -y -ck/-ke Compound 
words 

-al 

high scrap bubble bible cloud bow claw blew her car fir for disturb /i/ Back bedroom almighty 

bright scrape scribble bundle proud allow draw chew after far stir cord church apply block blackbird Almost 

brighten shrimp cuddle candle around brow flaw crew paper star bird fork murder deny bake bonfire Alone 

fight shrink daddy dawdle found cow In-law dew water hard third form murmur rely brake cloakroom Already 

flight shrug middle handle ground how law drew herb card girl deform burn rely broke clockwise Alright 

frighten shred muddle Needle pound now outlaw few verb barge swirl storm burnt supply chick cupboard Also 

light splash paddle noodle round Brown  paw flew term large twirl born return  choke database altogether 

lighten splice puddle poodle sound clown raw grew stern dark firm Corn Saturn  click football always 

might spring riddle chuckle surround crown saw Jew verse mark chirp morning turn /e/ crack goalkeeper  

night straight saddle prickle wound down straw new under market first torn surprise carry coke goodnight de 

right stream juggle tickle count drown lawn renew over park thirsty horse purpose hurry flick grandfather demist 

sight string smuggle uncle flour town yawn screw never shark birth North curse marry lick handbag deflate 

slight stroke apple angle hour crowd awkward stew silver arm birthday port nurse scurry like household De-ice 

tight thrash battle ankle our powder awful threw river farm dirt short purse tidy pick Joystick defrost 

tonight three bottle grumble sour towel   nerve harm dirty snort burst vary pike outside decode 

 throat kettle able house owl   serve part shirt sort Thursday  shock paintbrush debug 

 throne little cable mouse growl   sister start skirt sport Saturday  smack playground  

 throttle dazzle fable out flower   other target thirteen  hurt  stuck popcorn  

 thrush drizzle sable outside power   another  thirty  further  smoke sandwich  

  puzzle table about shower   brother    urgent  stuck tablecloth  

   sample shout tower   mother      Spoke upstairs  

   simple mouth    father      Track waterproof  

    south    together      trick weekend  

        different      take windmill  

re- dis- un- mis- -y -ly -ful -less -ness -er -er -est P*s/es -ing y+ing drop e/-ing -ed 

refill disable unable misbehave bony blindly boastful ageless braveness brighter baker brightest addresses burning crying closing assorted 

reform disagree unbeaten misdeal flaky bravely careful careless darkness farmer braver fastest angles counting drying driving battled 

refresh disarm unblock misfire greasy correctly faithful endless fairness faster closer kindest bubbles discovering frying Hoping crowded 

refuse disclose uncover mishear lazy fairly forgetful fearless kindness fighter dancer neatest churches disturbing prying joking disobeyed 

repay discover uncut mislead nosy hardly grateful helpless lateness lighter driver slowest diseases drawing trying liking displeased 

replace disease undo misplace prickly kindly handful homeless  neater larger strongest farmers filtering applying Lining disturbed 

replay disgrace unfair misread rosy lively harmful hopeless  prouder later weakest flowers frightening denying making drowned 

return dislike unfit misspell scary lonely hateful lifeless  reader liner wildest horses gleaming hurrying naming flawed 

reuse disobey unfold mistake shiny loudly helpful painless  slower maker bravest houses hurting marrying poking frightened 

revisit disorder unhappy misunders
tand 

slimy proudly hopeful powerless  starter nicer closest markets murmuring relying saving marked 

Non- disown unkind misuse  sadly mouthful seedless  teacher rider largest murderers parking replying scraping murdered 

Non-drip displease unload  smoky shyly painful shameless  tighter ruder latest nights renewing scurrying shaking powered 

Non-stick disrepair unlucky anti- sparkly slightly powerful smokeless  weaker shaver nicest nurses returning supplying sliding sorted 

Non-stop distrust unpack antifreeze spiky slowly spiteful speechless  worker smiler ripest parks starting tidying smiling turned 

nonsense disuse unselfish antibody stony suddenly thankless   timer rudest Puppets streaming varying smoking Surrounded 

  unwell  tasty sweetly thankful tuneless   wider  shirts throwing  stroking discovered 

  unwilling  wavy weekly useful useless     streams watering  taking started 

  unwind   wisely       surprises working  timing revisited 

   anticlockwise           tuning  

   anti-virus            using  

               waving  

                 

High frequency irregular words: before, four, head,once, only, their,two,were     

Irregular words: above, animals, brought, change, different, during, earth, eyes, friends, great, heard, important, laugh, people, suddenly, sure, swimming, tries, world, young 

P*= Plural   
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-tch wh wa k/b/h/t w/g/l qu c -c- g oi/oy au ea ear ai -ssion 

catch whale wad knee wrap quality cinema face giant choice sauce eager early affair Admission 

hatch what wallet kneel wrapper quantity circle palace ginger voice saucer appear earn afraid Aggression 

latch wheat wand knew wreck quarter circuit place giraffe rejoice fault disappear earth against Depression 

match when wander knickers wrestle queen circular race general android haul decrease earthquake bargain Discussion 

patch where want knight wriggle queer circus space genius avoid Autumn increase earthworm Britain Expression 

thatch whether was knit wrinkle quench citizen surface gentle spoil trauma reason heard certain Impression 

watch which wash knives wrist query city trace geometry spoilt haunt season pearl complain Mission 

sketch while wasp knob write question cease dice gesture toilet launch treason rehearse curtain Oppression 

fetch Whine watch knock wrong quick cell ice gymnasium ointment laundry breathe research despair Passion 

stretch whisker swab knot answer quiet cellar nice gypsy joint taunt creature search entertain Percussion 

itch whisper swallow know sword quirk cement price damage point applause feature unheard fountain Permission 

bitch whistle swamp knuckle whole quit cent rice danger appointment August defeat yearn mountain Possession 

pitch white swap bomb gnarled quiver centipede slice angel disappoint because repeat  obtain Procession 

stitch who swat dumb gnash quiz centre spice digest anoint cause retreat  praise Profession 

switch whole  lamb gnat quote centurion twice emergency noise clause treatment  raise Session 

witch whose  numb gnaw squabble century chance energy poison pause   refrain Succession 

kitchen why  thumb gnomes square certain dance engineer annoy author   remain suppression 

clutch anywhere  debt sign squash cycle pencil imagine convoy    repair  

hutch everywhere  doubt calf squeak cyclist decide intelligent destroy    straight  

 somewhere  rhubarb half squeal cyclone recite legend employ Db//-ing   traipse  

   rhyme calm squeeze cygnet  magic enjoy beginning     

   castle salmon  cymbals  register voyage chatting    -d/ed 

   whistle folk  Db/er  stranger  clapping    Applaused 

    yolk  fatter  tragic  cutting    Calculated 

P*ffs/ves P*os/oes P*-ys P*-ies Drop e/-ly -ily planner -ier -iest Drop e/-ing digging -ies -ied -d Celebrated 

bluffs cuckoos abbeys armies comfortably angrily shredder angrier angriest bouncing dragging applies Applied Exploited Coloured 

cliffs igloos birthdays babies cuddly clumsily winner busier busiest calculating dropping bullies Bullied Obtained Conceited 

cuffs kangaroos boys berries gently easily spinner chillier chilliest celebrating flapping cries Cried Remained Digested 

puffs tattoos chimneys buggies grumbly happily skipper clumsier clumsiest competing getting denies Denied Repaired Endeavoured 

sniffs zoos cowboys centuries horribly heavily swimmer cosier cosiest composing grabbing fries Fried Bounced Exclaimed 

stuffs banjos days cities miserably hungrily beginner crazier craziest damaging hopping lies Lied Cemented Exhibited 

calves duos donkeys countries possibly lazily thinner dirtier dirtiest dancing hugging replies Replied Complained Exhumed 

elves pianos jerseys diaries probably luckily fitter funnier Funniest deciding humming relies Relied Damaged Flavoured 

halves piccolos jockeys dictionaries simply merrily Robber happier Happiest decreasing knitting qualifies Qualified Danced Knocked 

knives solos journeys enemies sparkly noisily Shopper healthier Healthiest exploring letting satisfies Satisfied Decided Laboured 

leaves studios keys factories suitably prettily chopper heavier heaviest imagining planning spies Spied Decreased Numbed 

lives trios moneys fairies terribly readily hopper lazier laziest including running Supplies Supplied Entertained Pictured 

loaves Buffaloes# monkeys families visibly speedily runner Lonelier Loneliest increasing shopping tries Tried imagined Predicted 

ourselves Dominoes# plays gypsies wriggly steadily drummer lovelier loveliest measuring shrugging carries carried increased punctured 

scarves echoes quays hobbies wrinkly wearily rubber luckier luckiest pausing skipping hurries Hurried Measured Received 

selves Eskimos# toys injuries   cutter merrier Merriest persevering Slimming marries Married Practised Reflected 

shelves Flamingos# trays jellies   bigger nastier Nastiest puncturing slipping scurries Scurried Refused researched 

thieves heroes trolleys ladies   hotter noisier noisiest traipsing stopping tidies Tidied Treasured Searched 

wives Mangoes# turkeys libraries   Db/est prettier prettiest whistling swimming varies Varied Whistled Signed 

wolves potatoes valleys memories   biggest rustier Rustiest Wrestling trapping worries Worried Wriggled telephoned 

 tomatoes  parties   thinnest sillier Silliest wriggling wetting   wrinkled whistled 

 volcanoes  ponies   fattest tidier tidiest writing winning    wrapped 

      fittest    stopping     

High frequency irregular words: P*= Plural hottest             #Either os or oes      
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Ch Ex Dge Ph Gh C -or Our -ure -tion -tion -sion 

Chaos Exam Badge Alphabet Bought Celebrate Author Armour Adventure Action Affection Collision 

Character Examine Badger Autograph Brought Celebrity Calculator Colour capture Addition Caution Conclusion 

Chemist Example Edge Autobiography Caught Cemetery Collector Endeavour Creature Addiction Celebration Confusion 

Choir  Exchange  Hedge Biography Daughter Centigrade Conductor Favour Figure Ambition Circulation Corrosion 

Christmas Exclaim Ledge Cellophane Fought centimetres dicator Favourite Furniture Attention Composition Decision 

Chrome Exercise Sledge Elephant Naughty Certificate Director Flavour Future Competition Conservation Division 

Chemistry Exhale Bridge Geography Slaughter Cigarette Doctor Glamour Manufacture Condition conversation Erosion 

Chemical Exhume Ridge Graph Plough Coincidence Horror Harbour Mixture Devotion Description Exclusion 

Chord Exile Lodger Nephew Thorough Concert Inspector Honour Nature Education Direction Explosion 

Chorus Exit Splodge Orphan Though Cylinder Inventor Humour Picture Fiction Examination Extension 

Chloroform Expel Budget Paragraph Although Cynical Mirror Journal Premature Fraction Exhibition Inclusion 

Chemotherapy Expire Fudge Phantom Thought Absence Navigator Journey Puncture Information Indigestion Intrusion 

Chromosomes Explain Judge Phantom through Advance Operator Labour Signature Investigation Precaution Invasion 

Chrysalis Explode nudge Phase Laugh Apprentice Predictor Neighbour Temperature Multiplication Prescription Occasion 

Chronic Exploit Sludge Pheasant Cough Capacity Professor Odour Vulture Prediction Promotion Persuasion 

Ache Explore smudge Phrase Enough Deceased Radiator Rumour  Question Protection Repulsion 

Anchor Export  Phoney Rough Difference Razor Vapour  Reaction Quotation Revision 

Architect extend  Photocopy Tough Distance Reflector   Reflection Refraction Supervision 

Echo Exterior  Photograph trough Electricity Sailor iour  Relation Sensation Television 

Mechanic external  Physical  Innocent Solicitor Behaviour  station Separation transfusion 

Orchestra   sphere  Magnificent Tractor saviour   Subtraction  

Scheme   telephone  Practice Visitor    Ventilation  

School     Recent     vibration  

Stomach     Specimen       

technology     vacancy       

Ie cei -ous Trans Aero tele -ic -ly -ship -ful/less P*s -ing 

Achieve Ceiling Adventurous Transaction Aerobatics telecommunication Angelic Accurately Apprenticeship Beautiful Calculators Directing 

Belief Conceit Carnivorous Transatlantic Aerobics Telegraph Athletic Conceitedly Championship Delightful Celebrations Explaining 

Believe Deceive Dangerous Transfer Aerodome Telepathy Atomic Consequently Craftsmanship Doubtful Characters Knowing 

Brief Perceive Enormous Translate Aerodynamic Telephoto Electric Correctly Dictatorship Fanciful Competitions Laughing 

Chief Receive Fabulous Transmit Aeronaut Teleport Energetic Dangerously Fellowship Pitiful Directions Learning 

Field Receipt Famous Transparent Aeroplane television Epidemic Friendly Friendship Plentiful Exhibitions Photocopying 

Fiend Conceited Generous Transplant Aerosol  Historic Incorrectly Membership Resentful Ghosts Photographing 

Grief  Herbivorous Transport Aerospace auto Heroic Negatively Ownership Respectful Investigations Searching 

Lie  Humorous   Autograph Horrific Positively Partnership Sorrowful Mechanics Achieving 

Mischief  Jealous Bi oct Autobiography Metallic Prematurely -hood Successful Musicians Believing 

Niece  Luminous Bicentenary Octagon Automatic Organic Quickly Brotherhood Thoughtful Neighbours Celebrating 

Pie sc Marvellous Biceps Octahedron Autopilot Poetic Sincerely Childhood Truthful Photographs Cycling 

Piece Scene Nervous Bicycle October autopsy Specific Strangely Fatherhood Wonderful Predictions Deceiving 

Pier scenery ominous Bifocal octogenarian   comfortably Knighthood Colourless Professors Decomposing 

Piece Scenery Nervous Bigamist Octopus  supersonic comfortably motherhood thoughtless Reflections Describing 

Pier Science omnivorous Bilingual   volcanic Probably neighbourhood -iness Adventures Deserving 

Relief Scientist Perilous Bimonthly aqua   Suitably -cide Emptiness Earthquakes Exercising 

Review Scissors Poisonous Binoculars Aquaplane   Terribly Genocide Happiness Pictures Exploding 

Shield  ridiculous Biopsy Aquarium   Hungrily Insecticide Heaviness Knives Investigating 

Shriek  Scrupulous Biplane Aquatic   Necessarily suicide hungriness Phoneys Pausing 

Siege   Bisect aquaduct   Noisily -ology Laziness Celebrities practising 

Sieve  Tempestuous    guiltily Biology Loneliness emergencies prescribing 

Thief  vigorous      Geology Nastiness Photocopies Receiving 

 conscience      Physiology Silliness Vacancies Sieving 

        zoology tidiness echoes telephoning 
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